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What are we talking about? 

• Classification is broadly defined as the act of 
organizing the universe of knowledge into 
some systematic order (Chan, 2007). 

• Subject access 
• Controlled vocabularies 

 
 

Chan, L. (2007). Cataloguing and Classification: An Introduction. 3rd ed. Lanham, Md: Scarecrow 
Press. 
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Why are we talking about it? 

• Classification provides the scaffolding of 
information infrastructures 

 • Still essential to 
users 

• Linked data will rely 
on structured data 
in our subject and 
authority files 

 



Rashomon cover art 

Perspectives and Classification 



Perspectives and Systems 

• Objectivity and neutrality are pillars of our practice. 
• Different user needs.  
• Known and well-documented issues:             

LC Classification, LCSH, Dewey Decimal reflect a 
worldview, biases and power imbalances that 
exist in society.   
– Women and computers 
– Placing Indigenous materials in the past (History section)  

 



Are neutral and unbiased 
classifications a possibility? 

 
“Obviously there is no 
classification of the universe 
that is not arbitrary and 
conjectural.” (Borges, 1952, p. 104) 

 
Borges, J.L. (1952), “The analytical language of John Wilkins”, Other 
Inquisitions 1937-1952, Souvenir Press, London, 1973. 



Knowledge Organization and  
Other Ways of Knowing 

The Celestial Emporium of Benevolent Knowledge is a Chinese Encyclopedia described by Jose Luis 
Borges, where an alternative taxonomy of animals is listed: 
 
• Those that belong to the emperor 
• Embalmed ones 
• Those that are trained 
• Sucking pigs 
• Mermaids (or Sirens) 
• Fabulous ones 
• Stray dogs 
• Those that are included in this classification 
• Those that tremble as if they were mad 
• Innumerable ones 
• Those drawn with a very fine camel hair brush 
• Et cetera 
• Those that have just broken the flower vase 
• Those that, at a distance, resemble flies 

 
        (Borges, 1952, p. 104) 

 
 



What can we do to make subject access 
more inclusive and responsive? 

• Further broadening the 
expertise, experiences, and 
perspectives 

• Use multiple headings to work 
around limitations and gaps 

• Advocate for change in standard 
practices 

• Use parallel subject headings 
• Integrating different taxonomies 

through linking technologies 
 

 



Can Linked Data help? 

• Linked Data: a set of best practices for 
publishing and connecting structured 
data on the Web. 

• It is about making data on the web:  
• machine-readable 
• linked to and from other data sets 

• Currently, library data is recorded in records, hiding potential 
context within and across collections. 
 

 Tim Berners-Lee 
 Inventor of the 

Internet  



MARC as “Things”, not “Strings” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Link data allows to transform resource description from records-based approach by focusing on things that represent authors, topics and events in our collections.



Authority Control finally gets awesome 

http://lccn.loc.gov/no2015062659 

http://geonames.org  
 

http://id.loc.go  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a report by W3C Library Linked data incubator group, the authors have identified the first step on our path to linked data is to take our human-understandable, controlled strings of text in our authority files for authors, organizations, etc. and link them to unique, persistent identifiers.(Baker et al., 2011). This is something we are currently starting to work on.

http://lccn.loc.gov/no2015062659
http://geonames.org/
http://id.loc.gov/


Enriching Discovery:  
Potential Use Cases  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Enhanced authorities will not have an impact on the public display at the moment, but they can facilitate new use cases. This data could potentially facilitate Knowledge cards with biographical information for authors similar to Google knowledge cards.Enhanced subject access can provide better context for our users.By describing people, places, organizations, events, and associated concepts and relationships with linked data, we would be able to tell better stories about our collections.



Commerce, See Also Rhetoric 
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Presentation Notes
Experiment from University of Flavia on showcasing interdisciplinary connections in classifications for titles in the library collection.



 “Technologies can be used to make systems permeable, 
but the contents of information systems are still governed by 
standards such as LCSH and DDC that also need to be made 
permeable.” 
 
Olson, H. A. (2001). The Power to Name: Representation in Library Catalogs. Signs, 26(3), 639–668. 



 
 

“To classify is human.” 
 
 
 
 

Geoffrey C. Bowker, Susan Leigh Star. Sorting things out : classification and its consequences, 
(Cambridge, Mass. : MIT Press, 1999).  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[F. Tim Knight]All of us classify things in one way or another.The fact that you are in this room is a deliberate act of classification. You considered all the sessions you could have attended today and chose to come to this one. Maybe because it’s a subject that relates to the work you do, or it’s something you’ve may have heard of and want to learn more, or your friend is going to this one, or you like this room, etc.The act of classification is an intuitive necessity that lets us order the things we encounter, guide us in our interaction with one another and generally helps us get through each day.
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Take this colourful collection of shapes. You will naturally start trying to make sense out of what you see. Organizing things in your mind.
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Maybe you consider ordering them by colour …
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… or maybe you consider the shape the most important aspect.
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… or the relative size of the shapes.
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We might order them by size and shape.
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Or maybe by size and colour.
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However we might choose to enter into this colourful collection, it’s safe to say that when we see something like this …
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Presentation Notes
… we naturally want to find some meaning and one way is to try and bring some sense of order to what we see.



 
 

“To classify is human.” 
 
 
 
 

Geoffrey C. Bowker, Susan Leigh Star. Sorting things out : classification and its consequences, 
(Cambridge, Mass. : MIT Press, 1999).  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which brings us back to this … “to classify is human.”



 
 
“There is nothing more basic than categorization to our 
thought, perception, action, and speech.” 

 
 
 
 

George Lakoff. Women, Fire and Dangerous Things : What Categories Reveal About the Mind, (Chicago, 
University of Chicago Press, 2008), p. 5.  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The American cognitive linguist George Lakoff puts it this way:“There is nothing more basic than categorization to our thought, perception, action, and speech.”As librarians, researchers and library staff we know that classification schemes serve at least two important functions:  they bring like things together and they attempt to provide intellectual clarity to subject areas both contributing to the “findability” or discovery of information resources. 



Queen’s University Library, 1967, https://www.flickr.com/photos/qul_photos/204115138/.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But classification schemes, by their very nature, are inherently flawed. The act of creating a classification system involves a constellation of decision points. One decision, for example, is choosing the 'top terms.' Those are the terms that serve as the first level entry point in the classification hierarchy. Related terms, found at lower levels of the hierarchy are considered secondary or subordinate to those selected top terms. Let’s consider the classification of common law in Canadian law libraries.



 
 
“The Library of Congress staff elected to arrange the law 
schedules geographically by jurisdiction, a departure from the 
non-law schedules (which are arranged by subject) and a 
decision that seems appropriate for law collections, but one 
which can sometimes be frustrating for the reference librarian or 
patron, especially in an academic setting.” 

 
 
 
 

Gail M. Daly. “Reference Work in a Classified Collection : Is LC Class K Successful?”, Legal Reference Services Quarterly, 
Volume 13(1), p. 94. [emphasis added] 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 1993 Gail Daly wrote about legal reference and the success of the Library of Congress Class K. She notes the following about LC decided to organize Class K:“The Library of Congress staff elected to arrange the law schedules geographically by jurisdiction, a departure from the non-law schedules (which are arranged by subject) and a decision that seems appropriate for law collections, but one which can sometimes be frustrating for the reference librarian or patron, especially in an academic setting.”



LCC - First by Jurisdiction 
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Presentation Notes
If we think about how the results of this decision arranges legal materials on the shelf we might visualize it something like this. Here, each jurisdiction sits in a specific area in the library collection. In larger collections this can mean that resources covering similar topics can be fairly far away from each other and could easily be found on different floors in the library.Daly comments further about this:“... such an arrangement is unhelpful, since material on any given subject is separated jurisdictionally and appears at different numbers from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. A law school library, in fact, may arguably find such an arrangement more often an obstacle rather than an advantage. How much of the typical law school curriculum is arranged by jurisdiction, rather than by subject area? How often does a faculty member ask for everything we have on Nebraska law, as opposed to everything we have on no-fault automobile insurance or child custody laws in the various states?”



KF Modified – First by Subject 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KF Modified is a classification scheme that is based on the original 1968 draft of the Library of Congress Class KF for American federal law. KF Modified organizes legal resources starting with the subject first and then, in subject areas where there are large numbers of published works, subdivides by jurisdiction. Which means everything on “no-fault insurance,” to use Daly’s example, will be browsable in one place in the stacks. KF 1219.5 if you were wondering … However, my point here is not that one classification system is necessarily better than the other, although as the editor of the KF Modified scheme, I could argue that KF Modified is superior … The point is that different classification systems produce different results. 



When Everything is Miscellaneous 

“What you really want is a [classification] tree that 
arranges itself according to your way of thinking, letting 
you sort first by expertise and then by experience, and 
then tomorrow lets you just as easily sort first by 
language and then by cost, location, and expertise. You 
want a faceted classification system that dynamically 
constructs a browsable, branching tree that exactly 
meets your immediate needs.” 
  
 
David Weinberger, Everything is Miscellaneous: The Power of the New Digital Disorder (New York: Times 
Books, 2007) at 78 [original emphasis]. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And that takes me to this quote from David Weinberger’s fantastic book, “Everything is Miscellaneous: The Power of the New Digital Disorder.” “What you really want is a [classification] tree that arranges itself according to your way of thinking, letting you sort first by expertise and then by experience, and then tomorrow lets you just as easily sort first by language and then by cost, location, and expertise. You want a faceted classification system that dynamically constructs a browsable, branching tree that exactly meets your immediate needs.”I return to this passage again and again when I think about the future of classification and cataloguing … in my mind a “[dynamically constructed] browsable, branching tree” is what we should be aiming for.



When Everything is Linked 

 
 
“When knowledge was communicated and preserved 
on paper, it had to work around the fact that connected 
ideas were expressed in a disconnected medium.” 
  
 
 
 
 
 
David Weinberger, Too Big To Know: Rethinking Knowledge Now That the Facts Aren't the Facts, Experts 
Are Everywhere, and the Smartest Person in the Room Is the Room (New York: Basic Books, 2011) , p. 
177. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our classification systems grew out of a physical paper-based world. And as Weinberger notes in his more recent book, “Too Big To Know: Rethinking Knowledge Now That the Facts Aren't the Facts, Experts Are Everywhere, and the Smartest Person in the Room Is the Room”:“When knowledge was communicated and preserved on paper, it had to work around the fact that connected ideas were expressed in a disconnected medium.”Weinberger was talking about the development of footnotes in scholarly writing …



Exhibit in Boston Public Library, photographed by the author July 26, 2012 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
… not trying to make connections something like what’s shown here ... However, when we remove content from the constraints of the physical world …



Lewis Martin, March 23, 2005 https://www.flickr.com/photos/ldm/14296081/ 

Presenter
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… linked data changes everything.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/ldm/14296081/
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Presentation Notes
Instead of tearing the book apart we can represent each of the data elements that describe the book as an RDF triple …And then, as I said …



Presenter
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… linked data changes everything …



The Triple 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So you might ask: what’s and RDF triple? At its simplest, a triple represents the data relationship between a Subject and the Object of that subject.In this diagram the Subject is the book “Learning Canadian Criminal Procedure” and the Library of Congress subject heading “Criminal procedure—Canada” is the Object. So what this triple is telling us is that the book “Learning Canadian Criminal Procedure” has the subject “Criminal procedure--Canada.”



The Triple 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another way to think about it is that a Resource or Thing has a specific attribute and then the value of that attribute. So in this case, this “Resource” has the subject attribute “Criminal procedure--Canada.”



The Triple 

Presenter
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And in the Osgoode Hall Law School Library this book has the KF Modified classification number KF 9620 ZA2.



The Triple 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
However, libraries using the Library of Congress Classification would assign the class number KE 9260.



The Triple 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These two classification numbers could be associated with this resource using two overlapping triples like this.



<owl:sameAs> 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Or, more likely, the relationship will be expressed using the “same as” attribute that’s part of the Web Ontology Language to state that KF 9620 ZA2 is actually the same as KE 9260.



<owl:sameAs> 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So the same resource, or a similar resource using either of these classification numbers, found in two different libraries or collections, could be associated with one another using the OWL ‘same as’ relationship like this.



KF Modified Linked Data Project 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These ‘same as’ relationships could be managed through something like the KF Modified Linked Data Project a research project that Sarah Sutherland, Manager, Content and Partnerships at the Canadian Legal Information Institute, and I are currently working on.



<skos:related> 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to the OWL ‘same as’ attribute, the Simple Knowledge Organization System, also known as SKOS, provides an attribute that links ‘related’ things together.This might be used to express the related relationships that exist between different classification schemes. The concept of ‘Criminal procedure,’ represented by the green circle in the upper left corner, could then be associated with the various classification numbers that are used for different common law jurisdictions.That means that “Criminal procedure” in Canada will be associated with “Criminal procedure” in Ontario, Great Britain, Australia, South Africa, etc.



Browse by Juridiction 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which takes us back to Weinberger’s self arranging classification tree that let’s you dynamically browse through a collection of resources oriented toward ‘jurisdiction’ one day ...



Browse by Subject 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
…and then by subject at some other point in time.  A dynamically constructed “browsable, branching tree that exactly meets your immediate needs.”



Meet the map collection 

(and the map cataloguer) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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About the collection 

• Hundreds of thousands of paper maps, 
divided between the 5th floor of Robarts and 
sub-basement B2 (available upon request) 

 



Organization 

• By geography… 
 



Organization 

• …by theme...  



Organization 

• …and by scale 



Local policies in effect 

• In other words, what we do differently at MDL 
(which I didn’t realize until I worked there for 
five years) 



Local policies in effect 

• (I should really digitize this someday) 



Local policies in effect 

• Scale in the call number 



Here’s a record, a tasty record 







Tools of the trade 

• LC G Schedule 



Tools of the trade 

• LC Subject Cutters for Cartographic Materials 



Tools of the trade 



Tools of the trade 



Issues with this workflow 

• What does it recognize? What does it erase? 
Both places and states of being. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here mention the alphanumeric Cutters



Secwepemc Cultural Education Society. 1994. Shuswap Nation Residential 
Schools. Kamloops, BC: Secwepemc Cultural Education Society.  
 



Issues with this workflow 



Issues with this workflow 



Issues with this workflow 



Issues with this workflow 



Issues with this workflow 



Issues with this workflow 



Issues with this workflow 

• The broader question I’d like to take with this 
research: what does this say about the Library 
of Congress’ understandings of what 
geography is and can be? 

 
• But, for now: 

what could linked data do? 
 



Geo-ontologies in linked data 

• How can we conceive of space and place, and 
their relationships to natural, social, and other 
phenomena, in a linked data model? 

• How do we create a linked data model for 
thinking about space that can be extended 
across place and time? 

• What gets left out? 



Expanding singular notions of place 

• Alternate toponyms 
• Expanding on colonial histories 
• Locating places within bounding coordinates 
• Uncovering violence 



LOD: a space for resistance? 

• Building LOD infrastructures 
• Will “experts” eradicate the work of those 

telling alternate histories? 
– “Well actually” 

 
 



LOD: a space for resistance? 

• Building LOD infrastructures 
• Will “experts” eradicate the work of those 

telling alternate histories? 
– “Well actually” 

 
 



Thanks! 
 

Juliya Borie, Cataloguing Librarian  
Robarts Library, University of Toronto 
juliya.borie@utoronto.ca 
 
F. Tim Knight, Head of Technical Services 
Osgoode Hall Law School, York University       
tknight@osgoode.yorku.ca       @freemoth 
 
Jordan Hale, Original Cataloguer and Reference Specialist  
Map and Data Library, University of Toronto  
jordan.hale@utoronto.ca 
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